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	Text26: -Barbarians can detect and concealed doors easier than other humans. They are able to discover secret and hidden doors on a 1-4 on 1d6 and may
even notice such a door simply by passing near it if they roll 1-2 on 1d6. 

-Defiler of Magic: Barbarians have a natural distrust or even hatred of magic items. Whenever a Barbarian encounters a magic item while adventuring he has a natural urge to destroy it and must make a saving throw to resist this urge.

Barbarians:
add an extra d6 to all CON, STR skill checks
�add all CON, STR, DEX bonuses to their AC���
	Text27: Weapon & Armor Restrictions: Barbarians shun the use of ranged weapons, seeing them as coward's tools. They can wield any melee weapon but may only wear leather armor. They can use shields.Savage Blows: Barbarians receive +2 to all damage rolls made in melee combat. Swift Runner: Barbarians move quicker than other humans and have a movement rate of 15 instead of the standard 12.Wilderness Survival: Barbarians are adept at surviving in the wild places of the world and are always able to find food and water to sustain themselves when in the wilderness.
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